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The gas mole ulemole ule intera tion and the gassurfa e s attering inuen e on the gas ow through a slit
into a va uum are investigated in a wide range of gas rarefa tion using the dire t simulation Monte Carlo
method. To study the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion inuen e, we use the variable hard sphere and variable
soft sphere models dened for an inverse-power-law potential and the generalized hard sphere model dened for
the - Lennard-Jones potential. The Maxwell, Cer ignaniLampis, and Epstein models were used to simulate
the gassurfa e s attering. This study demonstrates that the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion signi antly
interferes with the gas ow through a slit, while the inuen e of the gassurfa e s attering is negligibly small.
The presented numeri al results are in agreement with the orresponding experimental ones.
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1. INTRODUCTION

(i.e., when the gas ow is rather slow) was investigated theoreti ally in [2℄. The Maxwell spe ulardiuse

The study of gas ow through

apillaries has both

s heme was used there to simulate the gassurfa e s at-

theoreti al interest and pra ti al appli ations. In par-

tering, with the result that the gassurfa e s attering

ti ular, the latter are related to the gasdynami

pro-

does not signi antly ae t the mass ow rate through

ess simulation in mi ro- and nano-ele trome hani al

a slit for any gas rarefa tion. As far as we know, there

systems (MEMS/NENS) [1℄.
tion of the gasdynami

To perform a simula-

is no resear h in the open literature that des ribes the

pro ess in MEMS/NENS, the

ase of a large pressure dieren e, su h as the gas ow

following pro ess parameters should be taken into a -

into a va uum, i.e., when the gas ow is rather rapid.

ount: the gas rarefa tion, the gas ow velo ity, the
gassurfa e s attering, the gas mole ulemole ule in-

In fa t, the Ma h number

an be signi antly greater

than unity when gas expands into a va uum [3℄.

tera tion, the surfa e roughness, and the geometry and
ratio of the surfa e area to the volume of the devi e.

Experimental resear h of the gas ow through a slit

This study improves understanding of the gassurfa e

related to the role of the gassurfa e s attering and gas

s attering and the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion

mole ulemole ule intera tion in this pro ess has been

ee t on the gas ow through an innitesimally thin

done a few de ades ago [4℄. The experimenters stud-

apillary with the re tangular ross se tion (or slit) into

ied noble and some polyatomi

gases owing through

glass slits in a wide range of the slit size and gas rare-

a va uum.
In our opinion, there is a shortage of studies avail-

fa tion. A noti eable dieren e was observed between

able in the open literature providing estimates of the

the values of the dimensionless ow rate (normalized by

gassurfa e s attering and the gas mole ulemole ule

its value in the free mole ular ow regime) for various

intera tion inuen e on the gas ow through a slit. The

gases in the transition and free mole ular ow regime.

gassurfa e s attering ee t on the gas ow through a

Stri tly speaking, slits used in experimental resear h

slit in the

are short re tangular hannels, and hen e the dieren e

ase where the pressure dieren e is small

an equally be attributed to the gas mole ulemole ule
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2. INFLUENCE OF THE GAS
MOLECULEMOLECULE INTERACTION

ol-

lide with the surfa e mu h more often than with ea h
other), this dieren e is due only to the dierent gas
surfa e s attering, but in the transition regime, it may
be the result of both reasons.
Relatively re ently, we have performed a series of

5; 6℄, whose results demonstrate that the

experiments [

ee t of gassurfa e s attering on the mass ow rate
through a tube (a

apillary with a

ir ular

ross se -

tion) in the free mole ular regime is su iently strong.
The mass ow rate through a tube into a va uum

an

vary signi antly when the tube surfa e varies from
ontaminated to atomi ally

lean

onditions.

For in-

stan e, the mass ow rate of helium (He) through a
tube with an atomi ally

The pro edure using an intermole ular potential
based on the HS model is a simple gas mole ulemo-

lean silver (Ag) surfa e is

62 % higher than through a tube with

ontaminated

surfa e. It is also 39 % higher for neon (Ne), 23 % for
argon (Ar), and 15 % for krypton (Kr).

le ule intera tion (or

 = 1) ase of the repulsive
U (r)  r  , where r
e between mole ules and  is the IPL ex-

The HS model is a spe ial (

inverse-power-law (IPL) potential
is the distan
ponent. A

ording to this model, the mole ule

pro ess is des ribed by a
and by isotropi

ontinues the investigation in [7℄, where

onstant total

s attering in the

ollision

ross se tion

t

enter-of-mass frame

of referen e. The HS model is suitable to simulate the
elasti

ollision pro ess of gas mole ules.

between the vis osity

 T

oe ient and the temperature.

A good t to analyti

al ulations is the model of

Maxwell's mole ules, whi h is a spe ial

 = 5.

p

The theory

based on the HS model postulates the relation

potential with
This study

ollision) simulation pro edure.

Indeed, a

the probability of the

ase of the IPL

ording to this model,

ollision of two mole ules is a

on-

we des ribed the statement of the problem in detail

stant value; this fa t signi antly simplies both theo-

and substantiated the

reti al analysis and the dire t simulation Monte Carlo

hosen method of study, the di-

re t simulation Monte Carlo method [8℄ based on the

algorithm.

majorant frequen y te hnique [9℄ with appli ation of

The simpli ity and ease of the appli ation are im-

the weight-fa tor and sub ell pro edures; we also es-

portant virtues of the HS and Maxwell-mole ule mod-

timated the simulation parameters, in parti ular, the

els. But these models are not appli able for simulating

hara teristi s of a nonhomogenous grid and the time
step length that guarantee the
ex eeding 0.2 %.

The

omputation error not

omputation data on the mass

ollisions in the

ase of real gases be ause they are too

hard and too soft for the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion. A

onsiderable disadvantage of these models

ow rate through a two-dimensional slit into a va uum

is the absen e of the

in a wide range of rarefa tion in the

relative velo ity of the

ase of the hard

sphere (HS) model for the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion and the diuse law for the gassurfa e s attering
model is

onsidered the key result of the previous study.

The mass ow rate values presented in the previous
work are in good agreement with the results published
by other authors.
ode used pre-

olliding parti les.

To eliminate this disadvantage, the variable hard
sphere (VHS) model was developed in [10℄. The VHS
model is dened for the general IPL potential.
ording to the VHS model, the diameter

d of

A -

olliding

mole ules is inversely proportional to the relative velo ity of gas mole ules

For this study, we have adapted the

ross-se tion dependen e on the

i.e.,

t

vr

raised to the power

1=2,

!

 vr 2!+1 , where !, being a parameter of the

viously to investigate the ee t of the gas mole ulemo-

model, is the vis osity index derived from the temper-

le ule intera tion and gassurfa e s attering on the rar-

ature dependen e of the vis osity

eed gas ow through the two-dimensional slit into a

IPL potential and the VHS model imply that the de-

va uum.

As before, the key interest is in the dimen-

sionless mass ow rate

Q

= Q=Qfm, normalized by

penden e of the vis osity
ature is proportional to

oe ient. Both the

oe ient

T !.



on the temper-

The vis osity index



the free mole ular value, as a fun tion of the rarefa tion parameter

and varies depending on the kind of the gas.

p

Æ = hP=v = =2Kn, where h is the
height of the slit and P , , and v are the gas pressure,
vis osity, and the most probable mole ular velo ity in
the upstream

ontainer far away from the slit.

The

Æ is inversely proportional to the
Knudsen number, dened for a slit as Kn = =h, where
 is the mean free path of gas mole ules.

rarefa tion parameter

as

! = 2=(

related to the IPL exponent

!

is

1) + 1=2

The primary drawba k of the VHS model is that
the theory based on it leads to formulas for the visosity

ross se tion

D that do not
Indeed, a
is a

1004



and the diusion

orrespond to the

ross se tions

hosen IPL potential.

ording to the VHS model, the ratio

 =D

onstant equal to 2/3, as in the HS model. But a -
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Gas mole ulemole ule intera tion
Q

ording to the IPL potential, this ratio should depend
on

.

s attering law holds for mole ular

ollisions,

11; 12℄, the

1:4

variable soft sphere (VSS) model was suggested, whi h

1:3

but this law is not realisti

in general. In [

an be used for any kind of the intermole ular potential with denite vis osity and diusion
A

ording to this model, the diameter

ross se tions.

d

of

1:2
1:1

hange of

the relative velo ity dire tion after the mole ule
sion (the dee tion angle
law

b

) is dened by the s

= d os (=2), whi h is more realisti

isotropi

law (here,

value of

b

ues of the vis osity
ross se tion

D

tential. In the

1:0

olli-

10

attering
The



ross se tion

and the diusion

hosen intera tion po-

1

1

102

10

Æ



ase of an IPL potential, the parameters

involved in the VSS model

10

The dimensionless mass ow rate Q through a twodimensional slit into a va uum as a fun tion of the rarefa tion parameter Æ for the VSS model, for He (solid)
and Xe (open) gases. The inset shows the dimensionless dieren e
in the Q values for these gases

hosen so as to make the val-

agree with the

2

than the

is the impa t parameter).

should be



olliding

parti les depends on the relative velo ity of mole ules
as in the VHS model, but the angle of the

2:0  100%
1:5
1:0
0:5
0
10 210 1 1 10 102Æ

1:5

For the VHS model, as well as for the HS model, the
isotropi

:::

an be determined expli -

itly, and therefore the VSS model is typi ally used in
pra ti al

al ulations only for IPL potentials.

mole ules even in the

However, the IPL potential, whi h des ribes only

ase of rather high temperatures.

A generalized soft sphere (GSS) model was sug-

t

the repulsion between mole ules, be omes in orre t

gested in [15℄, where the total

in the low-temperature range, where attra tion domi-

kT="  1,

sumed to be the same as in the GHS model, but the

onsidered to be fully

plifying assumption used in [15℄  a tting formula for

nates. It is known that under the
the intera tion potential

an be

ondition

ase kT="  1, it is attra tive;
" denotes the well depth of the repulsiveattra tive intera tion potential of olliding parti les and k is the

repulsive, and in the

Boltzmann

dee tion angle
the



ross se tion

was as in the VSS model.

ollision integrals in the

was asA sim-

ase of the Lennard-Jones

potential  allows expli itly determining the parameters
involved in the GSS model.

onstant.

The variable sphere (VS) model developed in [16℄

To take attra tive intermole ular for es into a ount, the authors of [13℄ suggested the so- alled gener-



provides the vis osity

ross se tion

sion

onsistent with those of any re-

ross se tions

D

and the diu-

alized hard sphere (GHS) model of the intermole ular

alisti

potential that

tering law that is even simpler than the isotropi

ontains both repulsive and attra tive

intermole ular potential and obeys a simple s atlaw.

omponents. In the GHS model, the post- ollision di-

However, even the author himself noted that the model

re tion of the gas mole ule relative velo ity is the same

should be tested with many rareed gas ow problems.

as in the HS model, but the total

ross se tion

fun tion of the impa t energy of the

t

is a

ollision.

The GHS model was further developed in [14℄ in
the

ase of heavy gas mole ules intera ting through an

For this study, we used the VHS and VSS models
dened for the IPL potential to analyze the inuen e
of the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion on the mass
ow rate through a slit. The

omputations were per-

!

attra tiverepulsive potential when a strong attra tion

formed for He and Xe gases; the

is assumed. A

for those gases were taken from tables A1 and A3 in [8℄.

ording to the authors, if the intermole -

and

parameters

ular potential is represented as a sum of a repulsive and

The obtained results were

an attra tive potential,

putations in [7℄ for the HS model, whi h does not re-

U

= U att + U rep, then, spe i-

om-

U att =U rep

 ("=E )1=6 , where E is the im-

quire knowing the kind of the gas. To study how the

ollision energy.

For instan e, for Xe, the ratio

GHS model for heavy gas mole ules was used for Xe

ally for the 12-6 Lennard-Jones potential with strong
attra tion,
pa t

ompared with similar

("=E )1=6 equals 1.15 at the temperature T = 77:4 K
and 0.75 at T = 1000 K. Therefore, attra tive intermole ular for es

an make a signi ant

ontribution

to the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion of heavy gas

gas mole ule attra tion ae ts the mass ow rate, the
mole ules at various gas temperatures. The GHS model
parameters are taken from [14℄ in the
tra tion.
being
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ase of strong at-

The gassurfa e s attering was modeled as

ompletely diuse in all

ases.
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The dimensionless mass ow rate Q through a two-dimensional slit into a va uum for the HS, VHS, VSS,
and GHS models for dierent gas rarefa tion parameters Æ
VHS

VSS

He/Xe

He/Xe

1.025

1.022/1.020

1.024/1.021

1.107/1.085/1.070

Æ

HS

0.1

GHS for Xe

= 77:4=300=1000 K

T

1

1.147

1.136/1.122

1.139/1.125

1.398/1.352/1.315

10

1.473

1.456/1.435

1.460/1.437

1.559/1.554/1.551

100

1.561

1.559/1.558

1.559/1.558

1.543/1.546/1.548

First, to test the
mole ule

ode pro edures that simulate

ollisions, we performed simulation of a spa-

tially homogeneous

ollision relaxation. For ea h pro-

edure, we obtained the expe ted relaxation to the

when one of these gas ow regimes is rea hed, the gas
mole ulemole ule intera tion stops inuen ing the gas
ow through a slit into a va uum. In the

Maxwellian distribution. After that, these pro edures
were in orporated into the main

ode that simulates

the gas ow through a slit into a va uum.
The Figure shows the results of
the dimensionless mass ow rate

Q

ase of the

free mole ular regime, this result is obvious.
Table 1 presents the results of
dimensionless mass ow rate

omputations of the

Q through a two-dimen-

sional slit into a va uum for the HS, VHS, VSS, and

omputation of

through the two-

GHS models for various rarefa tion parameters
the table demonstrates, in the

Æ.

As

ase of models based on

dimensional slit into a va uum as a fun tion of the rar-

the IPL potential (HS, VHS, and VSS), the results for

efa tion parameter

when the VSS model is used, for

the HS model are maximal be ause it represents the

ording to the gure, the mass ow

model of the gas mole ulemole ule intera tion that is

rate in the transition ow regime is noti eably higher

too hard. Minimal results should be observed in the

He and Xe gases. A

Æ

for helium than for xenon.

Be ause the gassurfa e

s attering was modeled as being

ase of the too soft model of Maxwell mole ules.

ompletely diuse for

both gases, the dieren e in the mass ow rate

an

By

omparing the results for the VHS and VSS

models (whi h dier by the s attering law in mole ular

only be explained by dierent mole ulemole ule inter-

ollisions) for a given gas, for instan e, VHS-He and

a tions. Higher values of the dimensionless mass ow

VSS-He, we

rate for light inert gases su h as He and Ne in

ring law do not entail any

ompar-

an

on lude that variations in the s attehanges in the mass ow rate

ison with the mass ow rate for heavier inert gases Ar,

ex eeding the

Kr, and Xe in the transition regime were also onrmed

simulation results for He and Xe, for instan e, VSS-He

experimentally [4℄.

and VSS-Xe, whi h dier in the total

The inset to the gure shows the dimensionless differen e in the values of the mass ow rate for those
gases dened as

 = (Q

onvin es us that a variation in
surable

omparing the

ross se tion t ,
t does lead to a mea-

hange in the mass ow rate.

Table 1

ontains the values of the mass ow rate

Q for the GHS model for Xe at the temperatures 77.4,

QXe)=QXe

He

omputation error. But

as a fun tion of the gas rarefa tion parameter

Æ.

300, and 1000 K. As the table shows, the presen e of the
A -

ording to the inset, the maximum ee t of the gas

attra tive

omponent in the model of the intermole -

ular potential leads to a noti eable in rease in the

Q

mole ulemole ule intera tion on the mass ow rate

value in the transition ow regime even in the

is observed when the

a rather high temperature 1000 K. As the tempera-

then rea hes 2 %.

Æ

value is about 4; the ee t

It is interesting to note that the

ture de reases, the ee t of the attra tive

Q

well-known Knudsen minimum of the dimensionless

in reases, and hen e the

mass ow rate through a long re tangular

also demonstrated by this table.

hannel has

been observed both in theory [17℄ and in experiment
[4℄ when the gas rarefa tion value

Æ is

lose to 1.

It is also shown in the inset that the dimension-

ase of

omponent

value also in reases, as is

An in rease in the mass ow rate values in the transition ow regime a

ompanied by a de reasing tem-

perature is in agreement with the reliable experiment

less mass ow rates are the same in the free mole ular

in [18℄, where the dependen e of the mass ow rate

(small

through a rather long

Æ) and hydrodynami

(large

Æ) regimes.

That is,

1006

apillary systems in the temper-
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The dimensionless mass ow rate Q
through a two-dimensional slit into a va uum in the
ase of the diuse ( M
) and spe ulardiuse
( M
: ) s attering for dierent gas rarefa tion
parameters Æ

Table 2.

ature range 77.4293 K was studied. However, the observed systemati

in rease in the mass ow rate as the

temperature de reases was attributed by the authors
only to a

3. INFLUENCE OF THE GASSURFACE
SCATTERING
The best known model of the gassurfa e s attering
is the Maxwell model, the so- alled spe ulardiuse
ording to this s heme, the fra tion

M

=1

= 0 71

hange in the gassurfa e s attering.

s heme. A

:::

of

Æ

Diuse

Spe ulardiuse

0.1

1.025

1.024

1

1.147

1.143

10

1.473

1.469

100

1.561

1.557

mole ules falling on the surfa e ree ts diusely, i.e.,
omes into equilibrium with the surfa e and is then
emitted in a

ordan e with the

maining fra tion

1

M

osine law, and the re-

is ree ted spe ulary.

Obviously, the spe ulardiuse s heme is based on

parti ular, in studying the ow of He through a

the relatively simple physi al approa h, and hen e this

illary with an atomi ally

model has a number of ina

tained the smallest value of

ura ies in des ribing the

gas s attering by a surfa e. In parti ular, a single pa-

M

rameter

hara terizes both the energy and momen-

ap-

lean surfa e of Ag, we ob-

M

in the open literature,

equal to 0.71. At the same time, on so- alled

ontami-

nated surfa es (surfa es that did not undergo a spe ial

tum ex hange of gas mole ules with the surfa e. How-

treatment), the gassurfa e s attering is

ever, it is known that the pro esses of the momentum

diuse law.

and energy ex hange dier and that momentum is a -

of the gas ow through a

quired or lost mu h faster than energy. This is one of

ranges from 1 (diuse s attering) to 0.71 (spe ular

Hen e, we

More sophisti ated physi al models of gassurfa e

ow rate through a

lar, in the

these two extreme

energy

s attering tangential to the

ommodation

oe ients of the kineti

orresponding to the normal mole ular velo ity

and of the tangential momentum are two parameters
in the Cer ignaniLampis (CL) model [20℄.
In addition, the Epstein [19℄ and CL [20℄ models
allow deriving the dependen e of the gassurfa e s attering pro ess on the ratio between the velo ity of gas

Q

perature. This is the fundamental distin tion from the

M

is

onstant, the

out ome of the gassurfa e s attering (diuse or spe ular) is independent of this ratio. This fa t is important
in studying nonisothermal gas ows. Re ently, we were
able to show that

ase

M

omputations based on the CL and

The results of

apillary, it su es to

onsider

ases.
omputation of the mass ow rate

through a two-dimensional slit into a va uum are

presented in Table 2 in the

ases of the diuse and

spe ulardiuse s attering of He on an atomi ally lean
surfa e of Ag. The gas mole ulemole ule intera tions
were simulated using the HS model in both

mole ules in ident on the surfa e and the surfa e temMaxwell model. Indeed, be ause

apillary, the parameter

the inuen e of the gassurfa e s attering on the mass

s attering were developed in [19℄ and [20℄. In parti uase of isotropi

an assume that in the

diuse one). It then follows that in order to estimate

the short omings of the Maxwell model.

surfa e, the a

lose to the

ases.

As Table 2 demonstrates, for any rarefa tion
result of the mass ow rate

the Maxwell spe ulardiuse s heme
the

Æ, the

omputation obtained using
ompetes within

omputation error with the result of using the dif-

fuse law. Similar results were obtained when using the
CL and Epstein models with signi antly nondiuse
s attering parameters.

Epstein models provide a more satisfa tory des ription of the gassurfa e s attering for nonisothermal gas
ows than the

ommonly used Maxwell model [21℄.

Nonetheless, the Maxwell model is su
in many pra ti al
mal gas ow

The entral on lusion from the aforesaid is that the
gassurfa e s attering does not noti eably inuen e the

essfully used

mass ow rate through a slit into a va uum. This fa t

al ulations, for instan e, in isother-

is related to the absen e of the lengthy border of the

We used this model to

gassurfa e s attering along the gas moving path in the

interpret our experiment on studying the dependen e

omputations.

ase of a slit. Considerable inuen e of the gassurfa-

of the isothermal gas ow through a
hemi al

omposition of the

apillary on the

apillary surfa e [5℄.

In

e s attering should be observable in

apillaries with a

long enough border, i.e., in su iently long

1007

apillaries.
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4. CONCLUSION
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mophys.
omputed the gas mass ow rate

Q

through

a two-dimensional slit into a va uum in the range of
the rarefa tion parameter

Æ
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G. A. Bird,
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rate is observed in the transition ow regime when the

onsiderable

ations in the total

Q

ollisions do not lead to

hanges in the mass ow rate, but variross se tion ae t the value of

i ant in rease in the mass ow rate in the transition

obtained results agree with the

4; 18℄.
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